We present a Linearized Coupled Cluster (LCC) correction based on an Antisymmetric Product of 1 reference orbital Geminals (AP1roG) reference state. In our LCC ansatz, the cluster operator is restricted to double and to single and double excitations as in standard single-reference CC theory. The performance of the AP1roG-LCC models is tested for the dissociation of diatomic molecules (C2 and F2), spectroscopic constants of the uranyl cation (UO 2+ 2 ), and the symmetric dissociation of the H50 hydrogen chain. Our study indicates that an LCC correction based on an AP1roG reference function is more robust and reliable than corrections based on perturbation theory, yielding spectroscopic constants that are in very good agreement with theoretical reference data.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the past decade, quantum-chemical studies prove helpful in understanding and predicting chemical phenomena of small and medium-sized molecules [1, 2] . Routine applications to larger molecular systems are, however, hampered as conventional quantum chemistry methods are either too expensive or too approximate to guarantee reliable results. These problems are particularly severe for molecules where strong electron correlation becomes important. Examples for stronglycorrelated systems are, for instance, radicals, transition metals, and actinide compounds. Furthermore, wellestablished approaches for strong correlation scale poorly, often factorially, with system size. These drawbacks motivate the development of new, unconventional electron correlation methods for strongly-correlated many-body systems that represent computationally cheaper alternatives to standard methods.
One active field of research for strongly-correlated systems focuses on the development of wavefunction methods that use two-electron functions (geminals) to model the correlated motion of electrons [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . The most popular geminal-based approaches are the Antisymmetric Product of Strongly orthogonal Geminals [3, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] (APSG), the Antisymmetrized Geminal Power [15] [16] [17] [18] (which is a special case of projected Hartree-FockBogoliubov [19] ), the Antisymmetric Product of Interacting Geminals [4, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] (APIG), Generalized Valence Bond [8, [32] [33] [34] [35] (GVB), and the Antisymmetric Product of 1-reference orbital Geminals (AP1roG) [36] [37] [38] . Specifically, AP1roG provides a very good approximation to the doubly occupied configuration interaction [39] * katharina.boguslawski@gmail.com (DOCI) wavefunction, at mean-field computational cost. The AP1roG geminal creation operator reads
where a † p , a † p are the standard fermionic creation operators for spin-up (p) and spin-down electrons (p), c 
where K denotes the number of basis functions, P the number of electron pairs, and the left sub-block of c AP1roG entails some reference determinant. The geminal matrix connects each geminal with the underlying one-particle basis functions. We should note that if we impose specific restrictions on the structure of the above matrix, we can deduce different geminal models [5] . The electronic wavefunction is written as a product of geminal creation operators for all electron pairs P acting on the vacuum state, |AP1roG = P i φ i | . Unique among geminal methods, the AP1roG wavefunction ansatz can be rewritten in terms of one-particle functions as a fully general pair-Coupled-Cluster-Doubles [40] (pCCD) wavefunction,
where |Φ 0 is some independent-particle wavefunction (for instance the Hartree-Fock (HF) determinant). The arXiv:1508.02782v1 [physics.chem-ph] 12 Aug 2015 exponential ansatz of AP1roG (cf. eq. (3)) ensures sizeextensivity of the model. However, to recover sizeconsistency, we have to optimize the one-particle basis functions. This can be done in a fully variational manner [37, 38] , analogous to orbital-optimized Coupled Cluster [41] , or using non-variational orbital optimization techniques [42, 43] . A number of numerical studies on systems with strongly correlated electrons showed the superiority of the variational orbital optimization procedure over the latter ones [43] . We should note that due to the four-index transformation of the electron repulsion integrals, the computational scaling of the orbitaloptimized AP1roG model deteriorates to O K 5 [37] . Although restricted orbital-optimized AP1roG is limited to close-shell systems, it has already proven to be a reliable method for modeling strong electron correlation effects in quasi-degenerate systems [37, 42, 43] , single and multiple bond-breaking processes [44, 45] , and actinide chemistry [46] .
As all other geminal models, AP1roG misses a large fraction of weak (dynamical) electron correlation effects. To address this problem and account for weak electron correlation effects in the geminal reference wavefunction, various a posteriori corrections have been proposed. These include models based on single-and multireference Perturbation Theory [31, [47] [48] [49] [50] , Extended Random Phase Approximation [51, 52] , (Linearized) Coupled Cluster theory [35, 53] , and Density Functional Theory [54, 55] . In the case of AP1roG, dynamical correlation was included using Perturbation Theory [48] and Density Functional Theory [54, 55] . Recent studies on diatomic molecules, however, point out numerical instabilities and failures of the proposed Perturbation Theory corrections [45] . This motivates the development of different, ideally more robust dynamical correlation models for AP1roG. A reliable way to account for dynamical correlation effects a posteriori is to use a multi- This work is organized as follows. In section II, we will discuss two different LCC corrections for AP1roG. Their performance is compared by studying some well-known problems in quantum chemistry that require a balanced treatment of dynamical and strong electron correlation effects: the dissociation of C 2 and F 2 , the symmetric dissociation of H 50 , and spectroscopic constants of the UO 2+ 2 molecule. Computational details are presented in section III, while numerical results are discussed in section IV. Finally, we conclude in section V.
II. LCC THEORY WITH AN AP1ROG REFERENCE FUNCTION
In this work, dynamical correlation effects are built in the electronic wavefunction a posteriori using an exponential Coupled Cluster ansatz,
whereT = ν t ντν is a general cluster operator. The corresponding time-independent Schrödinger equation readsĤ
Multiplying from the left by exp(−T ) and truncating the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff expansion after the second term,
we arrive at the Linearized Coupled Cluster Schrödinger equation
To obtain the cluster amplitudes t ν , we multiply from left by ν|
where we assume that the excitation operatorτ ν creates states orthogonal to |AP1roG , ν|AP1roG = 0. The projection manifold {ν} will depend on the choice of the cluster operatorT (vide infra). The energy can be calculated by projecting against the reference determinant of |AP1roG , i.e., multiplying eq. (7) by Φ 0 | and using intermediate normalization,
The only constraint on the cluster operator we have made so far is that it creates states that are orthogonal to the AP1roG reference function. A possible choice for the cluster operator that ensures this orthogonality condition is to include substitutions between the occupied and virtual orbitals with respect to |AP1roG . If only double excitations are included, the cluster operator is specified asT
a aī is the singlet excitation operator and the cluster amplitudes are symmetric with respect to pair-exchange, i.e., t ab ij = t ba ji . The prime in the above summations indicates that pair-excited determinants are excluded in the cluster operator, i.e., t aa ii = 0 (as those excitations do not fulfill the orthogonality condition, ν|AP1roG = 0).
To arrive at a computationally feasible model, we will further restrict the cluster operator of eq. (10) to allow for excitations with respect to the reference determinant only. Thereby, we exclude possible redundancies in excitations and amplitudes. The projection manifold then contains all doubly-excited determinants with respect to |Φ 0 . Furthermore, as basis for the bra states of the projection manifold, we will use the convenient choice
where ab ij | = Φ 0 |Ê jbÊia . The bra basis then forms a biorthogonal basis which satisfy the normalization condition
The doubles amplitudes {t bc jk } are obtained by solving a linear set of equations
where the sum runs over all double excitations (without pair excitations) and
corr with respect to the AP1roG reference wavefunction is given as
where we have used the standard notation for the exchange intergrals, jk||bc = jk|bc − jk|cb , and physicists' notation for the two-electron integrals. Similarly, the contribution of single excitations can be accounted for by includinĝ (15) in the cluster operator. Restricting the single excitations to the AP1roG reference determinant |Φ 0 , the singles projection manifold contains all singly-excited determinants with respect to |Φ 0 . In analogy to the doubles projection manifold, the bra states of the singles projection manifold are chosen to form a biorthogonal basis with the convenient normalization condition
where a i | = (17) where F jb are the elements of the Fock matrix, F jb = h jb + occ m ( bm||jm + bm|jm ) and h jb are the oneelectron integrals. Note that, in contrast to canonical Hartree-Fock orbitals, the Fock matrix is not diagonal when the orbitals are optimized within AP1roG. In the AP1roG-LCC approach, the single excitations thus contribute both directly to the energy correction and indirectly through coupling to the doubles equations.
We will abbreviate the LCC correction usingT =T 2 as AP1roG-LCCD, while AP1roG-LCCSD indicates that the cluster operator contains single and double excitations,T =T 1 +T 2 .
III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS A. AP1roG
All geminal calculations have been performed in the Horton 2.0.0 software package [56] . All restricted (variationally) orbital-optimized AP1roG calculations were allowed to freely relax without any spatial symmetry constraints, i.e., no point group symmetry was imposed. For all molecules, all orbitals were active. In the following, we will abbreviate (variationally) orbital-optimized AP1roG as AP1roG.
B. PTa and PTb
The PTa and PTb calculations were performed using the Horton 2.0.0 software package [56] . For all molecules, the optimized AP1roG natural orbitals were taken as orbital basis and all electrons and orbitals have been included in the active space.
C. LCCD and LCCSD
The Linearized Coupled Cluster models with double and single and double excitations have been implemented in a developer version of Horton 2.0.0 [56] . The natural orbitals of AP1roG were chosen as orbital basis for all molecules studied. Furthermore, all electrons and orbitals were correlated.
D. Coupled Cluster
The Coupled Cluster Doubles (CCD), CC Singles and Doubles (CCSD) as well as CC Singles, Doubles and perturbative Triples (CCSD(T)) calculations have been carried out in the DALTON2013 software package [57] . In each case, all electrons and orbitals were correlated and no spatial symmetry was imposed.
E. Relativity and Basis Sets
For the C 2 and F 2 molecules, Dunning's aug-cc-pVDZ (C, F:(10s5p2d) → [4s3p2d]) and aug-cc-pVTZ (C, F: (11s6p3d2f) → [5s4p3d2f]) basis sets were used, while the STO-6G basis set was used for the H atoms in H 50 to allow for a comparison to DMRG reference data.
For UO 2+ 2 , scalar relativistic effects were incorporated through relativistic effective core potentials (RECP). In all calculations, we have used a small core (SC) RECP (60 electrons in the core) with the following contraction scheme (12s11p10d8f) [58] fit to obtain the equilibrium bond lengths (R e ) and potential energy depths (D e ). The harmonic vibrational frequencies (ω e ) were calculated numerically using the five-point finite difference stencil [59] .
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. Dissociation of C2
The carbon dimer is one of the most complex diatomic molecules that can be formed from the first-row elements of the periodic table. The unusual nature of the carboncarbon bond and the question concerning its bond order attracted a lot of attention from theoretical chemists [61] [62] [63] [64] in recent years. Around the equilibrium distance, the 
as well as a number of other configurations arising from low-lying excited states [60, [65] [66] [67] . When the two carbon atoms are pulled apart, the molecular system becomes strongly multi-reference. However, even for stretched carbon-carbon distances, dynamical electron correlation effects remain non-negligible [45, 65, 67] . A reliable theoretical description of spectroscopic constants (bond lengths, potential energy well depths, and vibrational frequencies) thus requires a balanced treatment of all types of electron correlation effects [44, 68] (static, non-dynamic, and dynamic) along the dissociation pathway. Since highly accurate reference data for the spectroscopic constants of C 2 is available, it is an ideal candidate to test our AP1roG-LCC approach.
The upper part of Table I summarizes the spectroscopic constants of the C 2 molecule for different basis sets and quantum chemistry methods including various dynamical correlation models based on an AP1roG reference function. As expected, AP1roG predicts too short equilibrium bond distances and too shallow potential well depths for all basis sets studied. If dynamical correlation is included a posteriori on top of the AP1roG reference function using perturbation theory, spectroscopic constants improve only slightly compared to MRCI-SD reference data. Although AP1roG-PTa predicts equilibrium bond distances that are in perfect agreement with MRCI-SD, the potential well depth is overestimated and the differences with respect to MRCI-SD are even larger than for AP1roG without PTa correction. Furthermore, AP1roG-PTb does not improve potential well depths and vibrational frequencies compared to AP1roG when the basis set is enlarged from aug-cc-pVDZ to aug-cc-pVTZ. In contrast to the PTa and PTb models, an LCC correction on top of AP1roG including doubles and singles and doubles yields spectroscopic constants that are in very good agreement with MRCI-SD reference data, outperforming NEVPT2 (differences are less than 2 kcal/mol for potential well depths using aug-cc-pVTZ). Figure 1 shows the fitted potential energy surfaces for the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set. We should note that all potential energy surfaces were adjusted to Zero in the dissociation limit. Comparing the spectroscopic constants of Table I , we can conclude that the MRCI-SD potential energy surface would lie between the AP1roG-LCCD and AP1roG-LCCSD potential energy curves. All other quantum chemistry methods yield potential energy surfaces that deviate more from the expected MRCI-SD reference curve.
B. Dissociation of F2
F 2 is a well-known example of diatomic molecules where dynamical electron correlation effects play a dominant role [64] . Furthermore, theoretical studies indicate that large basis sets and robust dynamical electron cor- relation models are required to reproduce the experimentally determined spectroscopic constants [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] . These features make the F 2 molecule a good test case to assess the reliability of the LCC correction on top of an AP1roG reference function. The bottom part of Table I summarizes the spectroscopic constants for the dissociation process of the F 2 molecule using different basis sets and dynamical correlation models. We should note that both CCSD(T) and AP1roG-PTb diverge in the dissociation limit and thus the potential energy well depths are not given in Table I (see also Figure 2 ). To obtain an estimate for D e , we have taken the MRCI-SD results by Peterson [60] . Note that r e and ω e as predicted by MRCI-SD are in good agreement with CCSD(T) calculations.
As observed for the C 2 molecule, AP1roG considerably overestimates the equilibrium bond length and underestimates the potential energy depth, which can be attributed to the large fraction of dynamical correlation that cannot be captured by restricting the wavefunction to electron-pair states. Although AP1roG-PTa yields potential energy depths that are in very good agreement with MRCI-SD reference data, equilibrium bond lengths and vibrational frequencies deviate considerably from the MRCI-SD reference values. Specifically, when increasing the basis set from aug-cc-pVDZ to aug-cc-pVTZ, the predicted equilibrium bond length changes from being too short to being overestimated. In contrast to PTa, AP1roG-PTb results in equilibrium bond lengths and vibrational frequencies that are in perfect agreement with MRCI-SD reference data when the basis set is increased to triple-zeta quality, fails however in the vicinity of dissociation. The LCC correction on top of AP1roG results in the most stable and robust dynamical correlation model, yielding similar results for increasing basis set sizes and outperforming CCSD. Specifically, equilib- rium bond lengths and vibrational frequencies are in very good agreement with MRCI-SD reference data. However, potential energy well depths are considerably overestimated by AP1roG-LCC (around 12 kcal/mol with respect to MRCI-SD), which might be attributed to restricting the cluster operator to singles and doubles excitations [69] (cf., CCSD overestimates D e by more than 20-35 kcal/mol, depending on the basis set size).
C. Symmetric Dissociation of H50
The symmetric stretching of hydrogen chains is commonly used as a molecular model for strongly correlated systems and remains a challenging problem for conventional quantum-chemistry methods [37, 42, [90] [91] [92] [93] . Recently, we have shown that AP1roG accurately describes The DMRG reference data are taken from Ref. [90] , while the MP2 and AP1roG data are taken from Ref. [37] . . the potential energy surface of the symmetric dissociation of H 50 in the vicinity of dissociation, but deviates from DMRG reference data around the equilibrium and for stretched interatomic distances [37] , which can be attributed to the missing dynamical correlation energy. Table II summarizes the non-parallelity error (NPE) per hydrogen atom for the symmetric dissociation of H 50 obtained by AP1roG and different dynamical correlation models. The large NPE per hydrogen atom of AP1roG can be associated with the missing dynamical correlation energy around the equilibrium distance and for stretched interatomic bond lengths. Adding dynamical correlation a posteriori improves the NPE per hydrogen atom considerably. While PTa, PTb, and LCCD have a similar NPE per hydrogen atom of about 4.5 mE h , the NPE is reduced to less than 1.5 mE h if single excitations are included in the cluster operator.
The importance of single excitations in the LCC model is also noticeable in the shape of the potential energy surface shown in Figure 3 . While AP1roG-PTa, AP1roG-PTb, and AP1roG-LCCD have similar potential energy curves (in terms of shape and total electronic energies) with AP1roG-PTb being lowest in energy, the potential energy surface obtained by AP1roG-LCCSD considerably deviates from the aforementioned dynamical correlation models for short and intermediate bond lengths (around 1.0 and 1.5 Å). Furthermore, the AP1roG-LCCSD potential energy curve is in very good agreement with DMRG reference data (see Figure 3) .
D. Symmetric dissociation of UO
2+ 2
The uranyl cation (UO 2+ 2 ) is a small building block of a large variety of uranium-containing complexes [75] [76] [77] . This molecule has a linear structure and a singlet groundstate electronic configuration. Its characteristic symmet- ric and asymmetric U-O vibrational frequencies are used to identify the presence of UO 2+ 2 in larger molecular assemblies [76, 78, 79] . While the electronic structure of the uranyl cation is well-known around the equilibrium structure [46, [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] , the complicated nature of the U-O bond hampers a theoretical description at larger U-O distances using standard quantum chemistry approaches [46] . One of the limiting factors that impede theoretical studies is the large number of strongly-correlated electrons distributed among 5f -, 6d-, and 7s-orbitals. In addition, the 6s-and 6p-core-valence orbitals are easily polarizable and have a non-negligible contribution to the correlation energy. However, around the equilibrium structure, the uranyl cation is well described by single-reference CC theory if all important electrons are correlated. This allows us to assess the performance of the LCC models in describing dynamical correlation effects ordinating from the 5f -, 6d-, and 7s-as well as the core-valence electrons.
The equilibrium bond lengths and vibrational frequencies obtained by different quantum chemistry methods are shown in Table III . As expected, AP1roG considerably underestimates the equilibrium bond length, while ω e is in good agreement with CCSD(T). Adding dynamical correlation effects on top of AP1roG shifts r e closer to CCSD(T) reference data. to CCSD(T), while LCCD preserves the shape of the potential energy surface and yields a vibrational frequency that agrees well with AP1roG and CCSD(T) data (differences amount to ca. 60 cm −1 ). The overall accuracy of AP1roG-LCCD lies between CCSD and CCSD(T), being closer to the latter. We should emphasize that PTa completely fails for the UO 2+ 2 molecule and produces a discontinuous potential energy surface around the equilibrium (see also Figure 4 ). Furthermore, the CASSCF equilibrium distance strongly depends on the size of the active space chosen in CASSCF calculations. Specifically, increasing the active space from CAS(10,10) to CAS (12, 12) , i.e., including the σ-and σ * -orbitals, results in spectroscopic constants that are in good agreement with AP1roG-LCCD and CCSD(T) data. Figure 4 shows the fitted potential energy surfaces around the equilibrium for selected quantum chemistry methods. AP1roG-LCCD yields total electronic energies that are between CCSD and CCSD(T), while the potential energy surface predicted by AP1roG-PTb is considerably lower than the CCSD(T) reference curve. Note that the potential energy surfaces optimized by CASSCF lie much higher in energy and are thus not shown in Figure 4. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented an alternative model to capture dynamical correlation effects on top of an AP1roG reference functions that uses a Linearized Coupled Cluster ansatz. Our approach is motivated by previous studies of an LCC correction to an APSG reference function [53] . Specifically, our cluster operator is restricted to doubles and singles and doubles excitations as in the standard Coupled Cluster approach, i.e., excitations from the occupied to the virtual orbitals of some reference determinant. We have compared this new dynamical correlation ansatz to the PTa and PTb perturbation theory models as well as standard quantum chemistry approaches for the C 2 and F 2 molecules, the H 50 hydrogen chain, and the uranyl cation, UO 2+ 2 . In general, both AP1roG-LCC models yield similar spectroscopic constants and are closest to MRCI-SD, CCSD(T), and DMRG reference data for all molecules we have investigated. Furthermore, LCCD and LCCSD represent more robust and reliable dynamical correlation models than PTa and PTb. Our study demonstrates that the success and failures of PTa and PTb are difficult to anticipate a priori and are strongly system-dependent. While PTa yields reasonable results for equilibrium bond lengths of the C 2 molecule and for the potential energy depth of the F 2 molecule, the corresponding C 2 potential energy depth and the F 2 equilibrium bond length significantly differ from reference data. A similar behavior was observed for PTb. In contrast to the perturbation theory models, the LCC ansatz is able to capture different flavours of dynamical correlation effects reliably, as present in the C 2 , F 2 , H 50 , and UO 2+ 2 molecules.
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